
WHO WE ARE

100% NOT FOR PROFIT

100% NOT FOR PROFIT, we offer the most 

meaningful, deliberate and conservation focused 

wildlife and safari experience in the world. Every 

guest that stays at TimBila Nature Reserve is 

contributing directly to the Naan/ ku se 

Foundation and is making a difference not only in 

the lives of the wildlife but also in harboring 

change for the cultures and landscapes of 

Namibia. Choosing to experience a safari with us, 

is choosing deliberate change.

The Naankuse Foundation provides a safe 

haven and second chance for countless 

injured, orphaned and conflict animals. 

Wherever possible the aim is to release 

animals back into the wild, TimBila Nature 

Reserve providing the perfect forever 

home. 100% not for profit, your stay allows 

us to translocate wildlife in need of a 

second chance.  

ANIMAL WELFARE



WHO WE ARE

HUMAN WELFARE

The Ancient Skills Academy provides 

guests an opportunity to enter a 

traditional San village and learn about 

their way of life. Only through 

understanding can better life conditions 

be imagined. Change is created for the 

next generation through the Clever Cubs 

School, forming the foundational basis 

for a better tomorrow.

COMMUNITY WELFARE

The San Bushmen are one of Namibia’s 

oldest and most harmonious cultures, 

extremely adapt at surviving and thriving 

whilst at one with nature. The Naankuse 

Lifeline Clinic provides medical support for 

these impoverished communities. Run 

100% on income from tourism and 

donations this clinic is absolutely vital to 

the wellbeing of the San. 



WHO WE ARE

SUSTAINABLE
“One generation plants the trees, another gets the 

shade”.

 

Self-sustainability forms an integral part of our 

vision at TimBila Nature Reserve and our purpose is 

clear: to conserve the landscapes; protect the 

wildlife and improve the lives of the people we work 

with. Our solar plant is one of the largest private 

solar plants in Namibia and we display it proudly, 

knowing that we are making a difference every day. 

 

PLASTIC FREE
Our surrounding communities live very different 

lives than our average guests and have challenges 

like sanitation, water and basic necessities at the 

forefront of their thinking. This unfortunately 

means that eliminating single use plastic has 

taken a back seat in Namibia. We have vowed to 

change that. We have committed to say no to 

single use plastic and have procured sustainable 

and compostable corn-based alternatives  and 

glass substitutes for use in our properties. 

Together we can create change.
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PROUDLY NAMIBIAN
We are passionate about creating economical change 

in Namibia so we have sourced only the finest 

Namibian craftsmen to partner with. Our interiors 

have bespoke hand crafted furnishings which are 

created by Namibians from locally sourced materials. 

The coffee we serve you is bean to cup and is 

fairtrade sourced and roasted by hand in Namibia.  

We buy from farmers in our immediate area first and 

are proud to say that local is lekker. Our flagship 

wine, Neuras, is organically grown and handmade in 

the Namib desert.

 

From our hand crafted, recycled glass chandeliers - 

made by previously disadvantaged youth - to our 

recycled truck diesel filter lights we aim to make a 

conscious difference through every purchase. The 

wines on our wine list have been curated to echo our 

beliefs and are made in wineries using sustainable 

viticulture techniques. Our Outdoor furniture 

supports a young designer project for up and coming 

disadvantaged artists and carpets have been made 

from recycled PET bottles. Every decision we make 

is one that better the earth.

CONSCIOUS PARTNERS


